For the second-order equation y" +qy = 0, Wintner [6] proved that a sufficient condition for oscillation was that (1) tr1 I qix)it -x)dx-> oo as t-> oo.
For the second-order equation y" +qy = 0, Wintner [6] proved that a sufficient condition for oscillation was that (1) tr1 I qix)it -x)dx-> oo as t-> oo.
Independently Leighton [2] proved that a sufficient condition for oscillation of iry')'+qy = 0 was that q he positive for sufficiently large x and that /OO /» CO rix)~xdx = oo and I qix)dx = oo.
Subsequently Leighton [3] proved that conditions (2) were sufficient without the restriction q be positive for sufficiently large x.
In this paper we prove analogous theorems for the linear equation of order 2n 7r("))<") + (-l)n~1qy = 0. There will be nosign restrictions on the function q. For n = l, the earlier results of Wintner and Leighton will be contained in our theorems. The results of this paper parallel earlier results of the author for a fourth-order equation with middle term [l] .
Throughout r and q denote continuous, real-valued functions on a ray [a, w) and r is assumed to be positive-valued.
If the real-valued function y has n continuous derivatives and ryM has n continuous derivatives, then we define Liy) by: Proof. We note first that C(x)r = C(7), Bix)T = Bix) and that We now prove our principal theorem. Proof.
For each number t>a + l we construct a function yt on [a, t] such that ytE&(t).
For,some t sufficiently large, we will have lt(yt)<0, thus proving Theorem 3. QUi(t) = iQi(t) + f q(x)(t -x)»+^h(t)dx, J a an application of the inductive hypothesis and Lemma 1 yields that for sufficiently large t, say t^to, Qi+X(t) ^ Mit*-1 I xn~1h(x)dx + Mtn+i-lh(t).
•I a Hence for t>t0, Qi+iit) ^ Qi+iito) +M i f Iii*-1 j xn-%ix)dx + sn+i-xhis) \ds\ = (?<+i7o) + M ( I x"~1hix)dx\ it* -tl) + Mt I xn~1hix)dx.
The above inequality implies lim inf Qi+iiO/t* I xn~1hix)dx ^ M, t-*<o J a from which we conclude that (10) holds for i+1.
That (ii) of Theorem 3 is a consequence of (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 4 now follows by applying l'Hospital's rule and Lemma 2 to lim < I qix) < I 7 -x)n~1his)ds> dx> < I xn~%ix)dx> = lim Qni^/t"-1 I x"~1hix)dx = oo.
For h=l/r, condition (i) implies (ii), and we obtain the following special case of Theorem 4. Hence by Corollary 3.1, L(y) =y"+qy is oscillatory. We remark that Theorem 4 is not applicable in this example since condition (iii) does not hold.
